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Manufacturer: Vernier Software and Technology

Price: Logger Pro: $189; Go!Motion Sensor: $109

Website: www.vernier.com

Grade level: K–College

simple harmonic motion, 
since I have demonstra-
ble evidence that the mo-
tion of both the pendulum 
and a mass suspended 
from a spring are sinusoi-
dal. And with the Curve 
Fit tool, I can fit a sine 
curve to my pendulum’s  
pos i t ion -versus - t ime 
graph, get the period, 
and get the correlation 
so I know how confident 
I should be in the value. 
What could be easier?

Putting it all together, if you want a device that just 
works for you, no questions asked, I would strongly 
recommend the Go!Motion sensor from Vernier. It’s 
great as a stand-alone product because of its USB func-
tionality, but will also be backwards compatible if you 
do have older Vernier hardware on hand. Logger Pro 
allows students and teachers to have a very straight-
forward analysis of the data you collect in lab. It’s a lot 
of bang for the buck, and a site license costs as much 
as do many companies’ single-user licenses. Not only 
that, but when you call tech support, you might even 
be speaking with Dave Vernier himself.

Seth Guiñals-Kupperman

Call for Products
Are you a vendor with a technology product that you 
would like to have classroom-tested and reviewed by 
NSTA’s technology experts? If so, you can register as 
a vendor and submit a product proposal at http:// 
recommendstech.nsta.org. We’d be interested in see-
ing your balances, probeware, interfaces, weather sta-
tions, science kits, microscopes, electrophoresis equip-
ment, lab instruments, biological and physical models, 
and other items appropriate for the K–12 classroom. 
If you have any questions about the process or prod-
uct suitability, please contact NSTA’s technology re-
view coordinator, Edwin P. Christmann, at edwin.christ  
mann@sru.edu. 

It’s hard to write a review for Vernier’s motion sen-
sor and not sound like I’m writing an advertisement.  
Between the interface to the software and number of 
possible applications, this is one of the most modular 
and versatile tools of scientific investigation a physics 
teacher is likely to encounter.

Let’s start with the hardware. Unlike previous and 
different companies’ motion sensors, this one plugs 
in using the same USB cable your printer or scanner 
might use. That makes storage much easier, while it 
also means if I (or a student) manage to damage or 
misplace the cable, replacements are both cheap and 
plentiful. Thanks for going generic, Vernier!

Now let’s talk applications. If you’re reading this, 
you’re probably a physics teacher, and you’re likely 
at some point to use a motion sensor like this to fol-
low a cart, ball, or other object. Let me tell you, the 
Go!Motion sensor delivers. To measure the efficiency 
of a motor reeling in a vertically suspended shoe box, 
I used the motion sensor looking up at the shoe box 
from the floor. Worked perfectly. Same for a basket-
ball dropped from under the motion sensor looking 
down. Same for a student carrying a whiteboard in a 
graph-matching exercise. It just works. In fact, I tried 
replacing my old photogate with the Go!Motion sensor 
to analyze the pendulum’s motion. Worked even better!

I must admit a large par t of what makes the 
Go!Motion sensor a great piece of lab equipment is 
the software. Logger Pro is intuitive, straightforward, 
and inexpensive. For a typical pendulum experiment , 
I had previously had used a photogate to just measure 
the pendulum’s periods and average them over each 
trial. Using the Go!Motion sensor, I just placed it on a 
lab table, aimed it horizontally at the pendulum, and 
the sensor watched as the pendulumm approached and 
receded. Now it just became that much easier to teach 

Vernier Logger Pro and Go!Motion Sensor




